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ABSTRACT

Impregnation modification of wood with melamine formaldehyde resin reduces

the adverse effects caused by moisture uptake, but the underlying modes of

action are not fully understood. The present study showed that it is crucial to

understand the sorption behavior of the pure resin when interpreting the

behavior of resin-modified wood. Furthermore, the applied heat-curing condi-

tions had a significant effect on the moisture uptake of resin-modified wood. At

the same resin loads, dry curing conditions were more effective in causing a cell

wall bulking effect than wet curing conditions. This reduced the water-acces-

sible cell wall pore volume in dry cured wood and counterbalanced the mois-

ture uptake by the resin. Deuterium exchange measurements suggested that the

occupancy of cell wall pores reduced the number of simultaneously active

sorption sites. However, there was no evidence that a swelling restraint or

reduced mechanical relaxation affected the water sorption of resin-modified

wood significantly.

Introduction

Wood has remarkable properties such as a high

mechanical strength in relation to its low weight, but

its properties are strongly influenced by the uptake

(absorption) and release (desorption) of water from

the surroundings. The absorption of water by dry

wood generally results in a decrease in strength and

an increase in dimensions (swelling) until reaching

the fiber saturation point, which is reverted when the

wood is dried again [1]. Repeated dimensional

changes by frequent variations in wood moisture

content (MC) will eventually lead to checks and other

defects. Therefore, the dimensional instability of

wood can affect both aesthetics and functionality of

wooden products [2]. Dimensional changes and

moisture uptake of wood can be reduced by

impregnation modification with thermosetting resins,

which forms a composite of wood and resin [3–5].
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However, there is uncertainty about the underlying

modes of action due to a number of effects that act

simultaneously on the sorption behavior of resin-

modified wood.

Impregnation modification of wood can be per-

formed by using melamine formaldehyde (MF) resins

[6–8]. MF resins are formed by reacting primary

amino groups in melamine with formaldehyde to

form methylol melamines [9]. Methylation of the

methylol melamine with methanol improves the

miscibility with water and limits self-condensation

during storage [10]. This allows the use of aqueous

solutions of low molecular weight partially methy-

lated methylol melamine monomers and oligomers

for the in situ polymerization inside the wood. The

molecules are small enough to not only enter the

wood macropores (i.e., cell lumen) but also the

nanopores in the water-swollen cell wall [7, 8, 11–13].

Heat curing at elevated temperatures removes the

solvent (water) and induces self-condensation of the

MF resin via methylene bridges or ether bonds [9, 14].

This forms highly cross-linked MF resin macro-

molecules that are no longer water-soluble and are

irreversibly fixated in the hierarchical structure of

wood, as illustrated in Fig. 1 [11, 12].

When the resin polymerizes within the wood cell

wall, it fills the free space between the cell wall

matrix polymers to keep the cell wall in a perma-

nently swollen state (Fig. 1). This is commonly

denoted as ‘‘cell wall bulking’’ and is typically mea-

sured at a macroscopic level by the increase in the

dry dimensions of the modified wood blocks. The

occupancy of cell wall nanopores by cell wall bulking

is known from a large number of modification tech-

niques, where it reduces the accommodation possi-

bility for water [15], and decreases the moisture

content (MC) of wood by a constant factor in the

hygroscopic [16] and over-hygroscopic range [17].

However, there are further mechanisms that poten-

tially influence the water vapor sorption behavior of

MF resin-modified wood. The formation of covalent

bonds with accessible hydroxyl (OH) groups in wood

would reduce the number of sorption sites for water.

Devallencourt et al. [18] found evidence for co-con-

densation between MF resin and cellulose, but only

after curing at elevated temperatures (140 �C) and an

alkaline pH. To the best of our knowledge, however,

there is no evidence for co-condensation between MF

resin and wood. It has also been suggested that the

presence of highly cross-linked thermosetting resins

increases the stiffness and restrains the swelling of

the cell wall matrix. Thereby, stresses that are created

by the uptake of water would no longer be large

enough to compete against the swelling restraint,

leading to a further reduction in wood MC, particu-

larly at elevated RH [3].

The MC reduction of wood caused by impregna-

tion modification is counterbalanced to some extent

by the ability of thermosetting resins to take up

moisture [3, 19, 20]. The moisture uptake by ther-

mosetting resins is especially relevant in view of the

resin depositions within the cell lumens (Fig. 1) [8],

which do not provide a moisture exclusion effect in

wood. MF resins contain polar species such as

hydroxyls and amines that may interact with water

molecules [21]. To our knowledge, however, the

water vapor sorption behavior of MF resins has not

been studied systematically. There are studies on the

liquid water uptake by MF resins, but the reported

maximum water uptake varies between less than 10%

and more than 30% of the initial resin mass [21, 22]. It

is likely that the water interaction of MF resins

depends on a number of currently unknown factors.

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the presence of melamine

formaldehyde (MF) resin in the hierarchical structure of wood

after impregnation modification.
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For example, the moisture absorption of epoxy resins

is not only determined by their polar group concen-

tration, but also by their void structure and cross-

linking density [20].

Separating the effect of the MC reduction by the

impregnation modification on the one hand and the

moisture uptake by the resin on the other hand is

difficult. In this study, the conditions of the modifi-

cation process were adapted to cause the indepen-

dent variation of the resin load and the cell wall

bulking in the differently treated wood blocks. This

was achieved by impregnating wood blocks with

impregnation solutions of different solid contents (0,

10 and 25%), while also applying different heat cur-

ing conditions (wet and dry curing). The analysis of

treated wood blocks was complemented by the

preparation and analysis of pure MF resin that was

heat cured without the presence of wood. Analyzing

the sorption behavior within the hygroscopic range

(0–95% RH) and the sorption site accessibility for

cured MF resins as well as differently cured wood

blocks helped us in identifying the modes of action in

the sorption behavior of resin-modified wood.

Materials and methods

Wood sample preparation and modification

The wood samples were the same as the ones used in

a recent study [23]. In short, Scots pine (Pinus syl-

vestris L.) sapwood blocks with dimensions of

25 9 25 9 10 mm3 (R 9 T 9 L) were modified with

an aqueous solution of partly methylated, low

molecular weight MF resin (Madurit MW 840/75WA;

INEOS Melamines GmbH, Germany). The wood

blocks were vacuum impregnated with the MF resin

solution with a solid content of 10 or 25%. A treat-

ment with pure deionized water (0% solid content)

served as reference. After vacuum impregnation, the

wood blocks were left to soak in the solution for 1 h

at ambient pressure, before the MF resin within the

wood was heat cured at a temperature sequence of

20, 40, 60, 80, 40 and finally 103 �C, with each tem-

perature being held for ca. 24 h. For wet curing, the

wood blocks were wrapped in aluminum foil for the

first four temperature steps to prevent drying, while

the samples could dry freely during dry curing. After

curing, all wood blocks were leached with deionized

water for a total of ten days with daily water changes.

The changes in dry mass and dry dimensions (based

on cross-sectional area) by the modification were

determined after the water leaching and calculated as

weight percent gain (WPG, in %) and cell wall

bulking (CWB, in %) as described previously [24].

Preparation of cured MF resin

Cured MF resin was prepared by heating ca. 1.5 g of

the MF resin stock solution in an oven. Starting from

40 �C, the temperature was increased stepwise by

30 �C every 30 min until reaching the target temper-

ature: 130, 160 or 190 �C, which was held for 1 h. One

half of the cured MF resin was kept as a solid foam,

and the other half was pestled in a mortar to a fine

powder.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of the MF resin were acquired with a

WITec alpha 300 RA Raman microscope (WITec,

Ulm, Germany) equipped with a 532-nm frequency-

doubled Nd:YAG laser and a DU970-BV EMCCD

camera behind a 600 lines mm-1 grating. The mea-

surements were taken with a 20 9 air objective (nu-

merical aperture = 0.4), an integration time of 0.5 s

and 10 accumulations. The spectra were baseline

corrected using a 5th-order polynomial and normal-

ized to the signal at ca. 974 cm-1.

Scanning electron microscopy

Wood samples for scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) were prepared by heating small pieces (ca.

5 9 5 9 10 mm3 R 9 T 9 L) in water at ca. 60 �C for

30 min before smoothening the transverse or radial

surface on a sledge microtome (WSL Lab-Microtome,

Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL, Switzerland).

Cured MF resin powders were glued on carbon tape

without any prior treatment. All SEM samples were

dried and coated with gold–palladium before images

were taken with a scanning electron microscope

(Zeiss, Sigma VP, Germany) using a beam accelera-

tion voltage of 2 kV and a detector for secondary

electrons.

Dynamic water vapor sorption

Prior to the dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) mea-

surements, the wood blocks were milled in a Wiley
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mill to pass through a 30-mesh screen. The MF resin

was measured either on solid pieces or on resin

powders. The sorption isotherms were determined

on a DVS apparatus (DVS intrinsic, Surface Mea-

surement Systems, London, UK) at a temperature of

25 �C. The flow rate was kept constant at 200 sccm

using dry nitrogen. A sample mass of ca. 20 mg was

placed on the DVS sample pan and subjected to the

following relative humidity (RH) sequence: 0, 5, 15,

25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85 and 95% RH, which was

followed by the same sequence in reverse order until

reaching 0% RH. Each RH step was maintained until

the mass change per minute (dm/dt) was less than

0.001% min-1 over a 10-min period. The dm/dt was

calculated using the slope in a 10-min window. The

moisture content (MC, in %) was determined based

on the sample mass at the end of each RH step and by

relating the mass of water to the dry mass of the

sample. The wood moisture content was corrected for

the increase in dry mass by the MF resin as described

previously [25], and this corrected moisture content

was denoted as MCR. Furthermore, the MCR ratio

was determined by relating the MCR of the treated

sample to the MC of the respective reference sample

at the same RH step. Sorption rates (% mg-1 min-1)

were calculated as described by Himmel and Mai

[16].

Water vapor sorption over saturated salt
solutions

Short holding times during DVS measurements may

mischaracterize the equilibrium moisture content

[26], which is why additional sorption tests were

conducted over prolonged periods using saturated

salt solutions. The remaining wood blocks were split

into smaller blocks of ca. 12.5 9 12.5 9 10 mm3

(R 9 T 9 L) using a razor blade. The dry mass was

determined after oven-drying at 103 �C for 24 h and

cooling in a desiccator over silica gel. The uptake of

water vapor was measured in absorption from the

dry state by conditioning in a desiccator over satu-

rated, aqueous salt solutions. The desiccator was

placed in a temperature-controlled room at ca. 20 �C.
Saturated, aqueous solutions of MgCl2, NH4Cl and

KNO3 were used to obtain RH levels of ca. 33, 79 and

95%, respectively [27]. The mass of each sample was

recorded regularly in a random order using a balance

with an accuracy of 0.1 mg. Starting with MgCl2, the

salt solution was exchanged to NH4Cl and then to

KNO3 when the change in MC between two mea-

surements was less than 0.003% day-1 for all sample

groups. This calculation was based on the total

sample mass per sample group to reduce the impact

of a weighing error. The calculation of MC and MCR

was identical to the procedure in ‘‘Dynamic water

vapor sorption’’. The MCR ratio was determined by

relating the MCR of the treated sample to the MC of

the reference sample measured at the same time

point.

Hydrogen–deuterium exchange

Hydrogen–deuterium (H–D) exchange measure-

ments were taken on the same samples used for the

sorption isotherm measurements. The MF resin that

was cured at 130 �C was not measured, since sorp-

tion isotherm and Raman spectroscopic measure-

ments showed that it was not fully cross-linked. The

measurements were taken with a sample mass of ca.

20 mg in a DVS apparatus (DVS ET, Surface Mea-

surement Systems, UK). A nitrogen flow of 200 sccm

was maintained throughout the measurement using

dry nitrogen. Each sample was first dried at 60 �C
for 6 h using the preheater, followed by a thermal

stabilization period at 25 �C for 2 h. The dried

sample was then exposed to D2O (99.9% atom.;

Sigma-Aldrich, Finland) vapor at a target partial

pressure of 95% for 12 h. Finally, the sample was

dried as described above. Initial and final dry mass

was determined after the 2-h thermal stabilization

period. Exchanged H (Hx; in mmol g-1) and the

amount of absorbed D2O molecules (MCD2O; in

mmol g-1) were calculated according to Eqs. 1 and

2, respectively:

Hx mmol g�1
� �

¼ 1000� mf �mið Þ= mi � DMð Þ ð1Þ

MCD2O mmol g�1
� �

¼ 1000� mc �mfð Þ= mi �MD2Oð Þ
ð2Þ

where mf and mi are the initial and final dry mass (in

mg), respectively, mc is the conditioned mass (in mg)

at the end of the D2O vapor exposure, DM is the

molar mass difference between deuterium and

hydrogen (1.006 g mol-1), and MD2O is the molar

mass of D2O (20.0276 g mol-1). Additionally, Hx and

MCD2O were corrected for the additional dry mass of

the modified wood by the MF resin, as described

previously [25]. Thereby, the mass of exchanged H or
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absorbed D2O was related to the dry wood mass

instead of the dry sample mass.

Infrared spectroscopy

The effect of H–D exchange on the Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) spectra was measured on MF resin

that was cured at 190 �C. The measurements were

taken on the resin powder, either after the H–D

measurements described in 2.7 or after applying the

same DVS sequence using H2O instead of D2O. The

spectra were collected on a FTIR spectrometer

(Spectrum Two, PerkinElmer, USA) equipped with

an ATR unit and a diamond crystal within the wave

number region 4000–700 cm-1 using a resolution of

4 cm-1 and 8 accumulations.

Results and discussion

Spectroscopic analysis of cured MF resin

The MF resin formed a hard and brittle foam after

curing (Fig. 2a). Grinding the cured resin produced a

fine powder, and SEM observation showed that most

of these particles were in the range of a few hundred

micrometers in size (Fig. 2b). The particles were

solids with a relatively smooth surface and only very

few pores with less than one micrometer in diameter.

Changes in the MF resin caused by heat curing at

different temperatures were analyzed by Raman

spectroscopy (Fig. 2c). The most intense band was

found at ca. 974 cm-1, which was assigned to the

triazine-ring nitrogen radial in-phase vibration of the

melamine [28]. This band was also used for normal-

ization of the MF resin spectra, since it is known to be

insensitive to the resin cure [29, 30]. Changes in the

Raman spectra by the heat cure of MF resin at dif-

ferent temperatures were in line with the sequence of

curing reactions that was suggested previously [14].

The polycondensation of the MF resin reduced the

signal of the band at ca. 677 cm-1 and increased the

signal of the band at ca. 745 cm-1, which were

assigned to in-plane and out-of-plane bending

vibrations of the triazine ring of melamine, respec-

tively [28, 30]. With increasing temperature, curing

also resulted in the continuous decrease at ca.

897 cm-1, which was assigned to ether bonds, and at

2800–3050 cm-1, which was assigned to C–H

stretching [29]. These spectral changes were in line

with the cleavage of the methyl ether groups in the

partially methylated MF resin [23] and the transfor-

mation of intermediate ether linkages to methylene

bridges by elimination of formaldehyde at elevated

temperatures [14]. The methylene bridge formation

during curing was observed by the loss in the signal

of methylol groups at ca. 1448 cm-1 along with a

broadening of the band to lower wave numbers with

a shoulder at ca. 1426 cm-1 [23]. The decrease in

methylol group content was further shown by the

disappearance of the shoulder at around 1000 cm-1

in uncured MF resin [29, 31].

Figure 2 Raman spectra and

morphological structure of

cured MF resin. a Image of a

solid MF resin foam after

curing at 160 �C with scale in

mm; b SEM images of a

particle after grinding the

cured MF resin; and c Raman

spectra of uncured and

differently cured MF resins in

the wave number range

between 250 and

3600 rel cm-1.
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Sorption behavior of cured MF resin

Cured MF resins contain polar groups that may

interact with water molecules [21], but the magnitude

and the dependence of the water sorption on the

curing conditions have not been studied. The sorp-

tion behavior of the cured MF resin was measured on

small, solid pieces and on powders after grinding the

cured resin. The absorption (Fig. 3a) and desorption

isotherms (Fig. 3b) showed clear differences between

MF resin cured at mild temperatures (B 130 �C) and
resins that were cured either at intermediate

(B 160 �C) or a high (B 190 �C) temperatures. In

absorption, the MC of the differently cured resins

was in a similar range up to a RH of ca. 55%, but

there was a steep increase in MC for the mildly cured

MF resin. The latter reached a MC of nearly 25% at

95% RH, while the MC of the other resins did not

exceed 10%. In desorption, the MC of mildly cured

MF resin decreased with a clear hysteresis effect,

which was almost absent in intermediately or highly

cured MF resin (Fig. 3c). Presumably, MF resin that

was cured at mild temperatures had a lower cross-

linking density and, consequently, a lower restraint

to water-induced, structural rearrangements.

Thereby, absorption of water could increase the free

space in the resin to accommodate water and to

enhance the accessibility of polar groups to water, as

has been shown for epoxy resins [20]. In contrast, the

curing at intermediate and high temperatures formed

resins with a high cross-linking density that provided

a restraint to structural rearrangements and pre-

vented the steep increase in MC at elevated RH.

Although the Raman spectra showed differences in

the MF resin after curing at 160 �C and 190 �C, the
sorption isotherms were similar and resin cured at

160 �C even had slightly lower MC values (Fig. 3a, b).

However, the differences in the Raman spectra did

not provide clear evidence for a difference in cross-

linking density and may have also been caused by the

transformation of intermediate ether linkages to

methylene bridges [14]. Furthermore, the particle size

had a larger influence on the MC of the resins cured

at 160 and 190 �C than the curing temperature.

Measuring the resins in form of powder increased the

MC of both resins compared to the measurement of

macroscopic particles, presumably due to a higher

surface area in powders compared to solid MF resin.

In contrast, a clear size effect was not observed for

MF resin that was cured at 130 �C. Presumably,

water-induced structural rearrangements of the

insufficiently cross-linked MF resin opened up the

Figure 3 Sorption behavior of

cured MF resin: absorption

isotherms (a), desorption

isotherms (b) and hysteresis

(c) measured in the

hygroscopic range (0–95%

RH), exchanged hydrogen and

absorbed D2O measured by

H–D exchange (d), as well as

FTIR spectra of cured MF

resin (190 �C) after drying and

H–D exchange (e). Each

column in (d) represents the

average of three replicates, and

the error bars show minimum

and maximum.
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structure and revealed more polar groups for water

interactions even without an increase in the surface

area of the resin, as suggested for flexible epoxy

resins [20].

The effect of different particle sizes on the resins

that were cured at 160 and 190 �C was further eval-

uated by H–D exchange measurements (Fig. 3d and

e). During H–D exchange, D2O molecules absorb to

water-accessible sorption sites, which then have their

hydrogen (H, or 1H) exchanged to deuterium (D, or
2H). This can be determined gravimetrically based on

the dry mass increase by ca. 1 g per mol exchanged H

or spectroscopically [25]. FTIR spectroscopy con-

firmed the deuteration of the MF resin by the shift of

the band at ca. 3335 cm-1, which was assigned to O–

H and N–H stretching vibrations [32] (Fig. 3e). After

the H–D exchange, the absorbance at ca. 3335 cm-1

decreased and a new band was formed at ca.

2486 cm-1, due to effect of the higher mass of deu-

terium on the molecular bond vibrations. Gravimetric

H–D exchange measurements on MF resins in solid

form gave 5.9 and 6.8 mmol g-1 exchanged H as well

as 2.6 and 3 mmol g-1 absorbed D2O for the resins

cured at 160 and 190 �C, respectively (Fig. 3d). When

assuming the exchanged H to accurately represent

the number of sorption sites for water, these values

either suggested that each (deuterated) water mole-

cule absorbed to approximately two sorption sites, or

that not all sorption sites were simultaneously active

in water sorption during the conditioning at 95% RH.

Measuring the MF resin in powder form almost

doubled these values, while keeping the ratio of

absorbed D2O per exchanged H nearly unchanged.

This illustrated a strong dependence of the MC on the

sorption site accessibility in fully cured MF resin.

Since the high cross-linking density hindered the

ability of water to open up the resin structure to

reveal excluded polar groups, the accessible sorption

site concentration was dependent on the resin’s sur-

face area.

Macroscopic and microscopic changes
in wood by resin modification

Changes in dry mass and dimensions of the wood

blocks by the different solid contents and curing

conditions are shown as weight percent gain (WPG)

and cell wall bulking (CWB) in Table 1. The observed

changes corresponded to earlier results [24, 33], and

changes in mass and dimensions of the treated wood

blocks have already been discussed in detail in a

previous study [23]. The leaching of extractives

resulted in a negative weight percent gain for the

reference wood blocks (0% solid content), but the

weight percent gain of modified wood increased with

increasing solid content, irrespective of the curing

conditions. While this showed the successful fixation

of the MF resin within the hierarchical structure of

wood, a positive cell wall bulking that indicates the

fixation of the resin within the wood cell wall was

only measured after dry curing.

Dry curing conditions may have promoted a faster

cell wall diffusion of the resin, because removing the

solvent (water) from the lumen at low temperatures

increased the concentration gradient between lumen

and cell wall [24]. Recently, however, similar

amounts of MF resin were found in wet and in dry

cured latewood cell walls [23]. It was speculated that

an additional cell wall diffusion of MF resin under

dry curing conditions was limited to short distances

near the lumen interface. Furthermore, it was shown

that the inability of wet curing conditions to cause a

positive cell wall bulking effect was primarily caused

by the alkaline hydrolysis of cell wall constituents,

which counterbalanced the cell wall bulking effect by

the MF resin. However, irrespective of the exact

reasons for the absence of the cell wall bulking effect,

wet curing did not reduce the water-available pore

space in the cell walls. Such a reduction was only

achieved when the dry dimensions of the wood

blocks were increased under dry curing conditions,

which reduced the volumetric margin between the

dry and the water-saturated state [23].

SEM observations of the resin-modified wood

blocks showed a large number of cell lumens that

were filled with cured MF resin (Fig. 4). Resin

Table 1 Weight percent gain (WPG, %) and cell wall bulking

(CWB, %) measured after water leaching. The table shows

average values based on five replicates based on the data from

[20]. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses

Solid content (%) Curing WPG (%) CWB (%)

0 Dry - 1.6 (0.18) - 1.5 (0.25)

Wet - 1.8 (0.11) - 2.1 (0.31)

10 Dry 11.9 (1.98) 0.7 (0.63)

Wet 10.31 (1.29) - 0.4 (0.89)

25 Dry 26.05 (4.68) 3.6 (1.03)

Wet 28.24 (2.97) - 1.1 (0.73)
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deposits in the cell lumen were found after dry and

wet curing, but the shape of these deposits differed

depending on the curing conditions, as shown

recently [23]. In dry cured cells, the resin formed

circular layers at the interface between cell wall and

lumen (Fig. 4a), while solid resin droplets were

formed under wet curing conditions (Fig. 4b). The

different shapes of the lumen deposits are further

illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S.1 and Fig. S.2

based on SEM images taken on radial surfaces. MF

resin deposits in the cell lumen have been observed

in a number of studies that applied various treatment

conditions, and both, resin droplets and circular resin

layers, have been reported [6–8, 34]. The present

results indicated that the presence of water in the

wood during the curing step had a significant effect

on the shape of the lumen deposits. Presumably, dry

curing removed water at mild temperatures before

polycondensation of MF resin occurred; hence, the

resin first precipitated on the lumen surface before

hardening as circular layer. In contrast, during wet

curing the impregnated wood blocks were heated to

80 �C, while water remained within the wood. This

may have promoted the formation of MF micro-

spheres that were too large to be removed from the

cells when drying was induced by unwrapping the

wood blocks at a later curing stage.

Water vapor sorption of resin-modified
wood

The presence of MF resin inside the hierarchical

wood structure not only changes the total amount of

water and sorption sites involved in wood/water

interactions, but also increases the dry sample mass.

The MC and the concentration of exchanged H of

Figure 4 SEM images of

transverse sections of

latewood cells in dry cured

(a) and wet cured (b) wood

blocks that were treated using

an impregnation solution with

25% solid content.
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modified wood are reduced by this mass increase, if

the dry sample mass is used as the reference mass for

their calculation [25, 35]. Although the calculations

are technically correct, it is difficult to differentiate

between the effect of an increase in reference mass

and an actual reduction in the amount of absorbed

water, particularly when comparing samples with

different WPG levels. This effect can be circumvented

by using the oven-dry wood weight prior to the

modification process as a reference mass [25, 35]. This

overestimates the MC of the resin-modified wood,

because the water absorbed by the resin also con-

tributes to the water mass. However, it eases the

interpretation of the results when changes in MC are

only caused by changes in water mass (numerator)

and not by changes in reference mass (denominator).

The water sorption behavior of the wood particles

was analyzed in the hygroscopic range (0–95% RH)

by DVS measurements (Fig. 5). Similar effects were

recorded in absorption and desorption. Below ca.

80% RH, all modified samples showed a higher MCR

compared to the reference samples (Fig. 5a and d)

and the increase in MCR was higher for samples with

higher WPG (impregnated with 25% solid content).

This can be assigned to the additional water absorp-

tion by the MF resin. Above ca. 80% RH, the differ-

ences in MCR between modified and reference

samples became smaller and the MCR of dry cured

samples even decreased below the reference MCR.

After conditioning at 95% RH, the MCR of dry cured

samples decreased with increasing solid content of

the impregnation solution, while wet cured samples

showed the opposite trend.

It may be assumed that the higher MCR of wet

cured wood was caused by insufficient cross-linking

of the MF resin, particularly because the curing

temperature applied to the wood blocks was lower

than the temperature applied to cure the pure MF

resin. However, the prolonged heat curing and the

catalytic effect of the acidic wood on methylene

bridge formation resulted in the complete cure of the

MF resin within the wood [23]. This was particularly

evident after wet curing, and the Raman spectrum of

lumen deposits in wet cured wood was very similar

to the spectra of the resin after curing at 160–190 �C
(Supplementary Fig. S.3). Therefore, differences in

the MF resin cure are unlikely to be the reason for the

observed differences in water vapor sorption of dry

and wet cured wood blocks.

The effect of the modifications was better visible

when looking at the course of the MCR ratios in the

hygroscopic range (Fig. 5b and e). The MCR ratio

relates the MCR of the modified samples to the MCR

of the reference sample at each RH step. The resin-

modified wood showed a decrease in the MCR ratio

with increasing RH. The slope in the course of the

MCR ratio in dependence on the RH was mostly

independent of the curing conditions, but a slightly

larger slope was found for wood with higher resin

loads (25% solid content). A decrease in the MCR

ratio with increasing RH for wood treated with

thermosetting resins was also observed by Hossein-

pourpia et al. [3]. They compared this to the effect of

cross-linking treatments of wood that form covalent

bonds between cell wall matrix polymers to restrict

the swelling of the wood cell wall matrix by water

sorption [15, 16, 36]. However, the decrease in MCR

ratio caused by resin treatments may not rely on any

interaction of wood and resin or a swelling restraint

of the cell wall matrix. Instead, it can be explained by

the sorption behavior of fully cured MF resin. The

MC of the resin was in nearly linear proportion to the

RH, while the sorption isotherm of (untreated) wood

has a sigmoid shape. Therefore, sorption of the resin

contributed significantly to the MCR of modified

wood at low RH, but its proportion decreased as the

isotherm of wood underwent a steep increase in MC

at elevated RH. Therefore, the decreasing MCR ratio

did not imply a reduction of cell wall matrix swelling.

This is supported by a previous study based on the

same samples, which showed that the volumetric

margin between dry wood and water-saturated wood

was only reduced by an increase in dry wood

dimensions due to cell wall bulking and not by a

reduction in water saturated dimensions [23].

Compared to wet cured wood treated at the same

solid content, a lower MCR ratio was determined for

dry cured wood (Fig. 5b and e). Especially for wood

treated with a 25% solid content, the MCR ratio of dry

cured wood was reduced by a constant factor over

the entire hygroscopic range compared to wet cured

wood. This difference correlated with a higher cell

wall bulking after dry curing compared to wet cur-

ing. It is in line with the proposed effect of cell wall

bulking due to wood acetylation, which has been

shown to cause a nearly constant reduction in MCR in

the hygroscopic [16] and over-hygroscopic range [17].

In dry cured wood, the reduction in MCR by cell wall

bulking was large enough to compensate for the
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additional water absorption of the MF resin, as

shown by an MCR ratio below 1 at 95% RH. This also

provides an explanation for the nearly identical MCR

ratio at 95% RH for dry cured wood treated with

different solid contents. A higher solid content

increased the amount of resin in wood that absorbed

water, while it also reduced the amount of water that

could be accommodated in the wood cell wall due to

a higher cell wall bulking.

However, it should be noted that the MC measured

at the end of each RH step in the DVS may under-

estimate the actual equilibrium MC of wood, due to

short holding times [26]. This may especially apply to

modified wood, since the modification could hinder

the fast relaxation so that it takes longer to reach an

equilibrium state [37]. Furthermore, the circular resin

layer at the interface between cell wall and lumen in

dry cured wood may delay the diffusion of water into

the cell wall. This is in line with the lower sorption

rate in the resin-modified wood, particularly after dry

curing, compared to the reference samples (Fig. 5c

and f). Therefore, the DVS measurements were vali-

dated by measuring MCR changes during

conditioning of wood blocks over different salt

solutions in the course of several weeks and months.

It took much longer to reach a stable MCR during

conditioning over salt solutions compared to the DVS

measurements (Fig. 6a), and there were deviations in

MCR between the two methods (Supplementary

Table S.1). Not only did the sample dimensions differ

significantly, but the results may have also been

influenced by the stagnant atmosphere within the

desiccator in contrast to the continuous flow of water

vapor within the DVS apparatus [38]. Furthermore,

the actual RH was not measured over the salt solu-

tions and it is reasonable to assume that fluctuations

in room temperature resulted in a reduction in RH

particularly at 95% target RH, as explained in detail

by Strømdahl [39]. However, the comparison of the

absolute MCR values was not the purpose of the

additional long-term conditioning over salt solutions.

For the present study, the change in MCR in relation

to the MC of reference samples was more relevant

and this was illustrated by the course of the MCR

ratio over time in Fig. 6b. The magnitude of the MCR

ratios at the different conditioning steps was in

agreement with the DVS results. Furthermore, the

Figure 5 Results of the dynamic water vapor sorption

measurements on wood particles: sorption isotherms (a and d),

MCR ratios (b and e) and sorption rates (c and f) measured in

absorption from 0% RH (a–c) and in desorption from 95% RH (d–

f). The dashed line (b) and (e) highlights the reference value.
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nearly constant MCR ratios over time at each RH step

suggested that the results were not biased by hin-

dered relaxation in the modified wood that would

have delayed the attainment of an equilibrium state

in comparison with the reference samples.

Accessible sorption sites in resin-modified
wood

Accessible sorption sites in resin-modified wood

were quantified by H–D exchange, which has already

been applied to untreated wood [40, 41] as well as to

wood modified with carboxylic acid anhydrides [42]

or by heat [43]. The results are displayed for two

different calculations, using either the dry sample

mass or the dry wood mass as reference mass (Fig. 7).

The amount of D2O that was absorbed at a target RH

of 95% showed the same trends as the MCR measured

in H2O vapor at the same target RH (Fig. 7a). In

particular, dry curing reduced the amount of absor-

bed D2O with increasing solid content of the

impregnation solution, while the opposite trend was

observed after wet curing. The latter was an effect of

the D2O absorption by the resin; hence, the amount of

absorbed D2O in wet cured wood decreased below

the amount in the reference samples (0% solid con-

tent) when the dry sample mass was used as a ref-

erence mass.

The curing conditions also affected the amount of

exchanged H, which is an indication of the number of

sorption sites (Fig. 7b). The concentration of exchan-

ged H increased with the solid content of the

impregnation solution, but it increased less for dry

cured than for wet cured wood. This increase was

also measured when the dry sample mass was used

as a reference mass for the calculation, which showed

that the amount of exchanged H in the in situ cured

MF resin exceeded the concentration that was

Figure 6 Conditioning of wood blocks over saturated, aqueous

salt solutions: MCR (in%; a) and MCR ratio (b) in dependence on

the conditioning duration over MgCl2, NH4Cl and KNO3

solutions. The dashed line in (b) highlights reference MCR

(average of reference samples). Each data point shows an average

of four samples.

Figure 7 Results of the H–D exchange measurements on wood

particles: absorbed D2O molecules (in mmol g-1, a), exchanged

hydrogen (in mmol g-1, b) and absorbed D2O molecules per

exchanged hydrogen (c) in dependence on the solid content of the

impregnation solution. Each column represents the average of

three replicates, and the error bars show minimum and maximum.

Note the breaks in the y-axes.
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measured for the reference wood samples (ca.

10.6 mmol g-1). This was in line with the size effect

on accessible sorption sites measured for the cured

MF resin. The in situ polymerization of the resin

within the wood cells ensured the spatial separation

of small resin agglomerates, as shown by SEM, which

resulted in a high resin surface area and a high

sorption site accessibility. It may be speculated that

resin droplets formed in the cell lumen under wet

curing conditions provided a higher surface area than

the continuous, circular layer in dry cured cells. This

may have contributed to the higher concentration of

exchanged H in wet cured samples. Furthermore, the

positive cell wall bulking in dry cured wood may

have reduced accessibility of sorption sites to

(deuterated) water by steric hindrance. Such an effect

has been suggested for wood treated with acetic

anhydride, where the reduction in free space within

the cell wall matrix by the presence of the modifica-

tion agent reduced the OH group accessibility more

rapidly than estimated by the amount of reacted OH

groups [42].

However, a lower sorption site accessibility only

partly explained the lower moisture uptake in dry

cured compared to wet cured wood. Differences

between dry and wet cured wood were also seen

when relating the amount of absorbed D2O to the

amount of exchanged H. Resin modification

decreased the ratio of absorbed D2O per exchanged H

with increasing solid content of the impregnation

solution (Fig. 7c). This could primarily be assigned to

the lower ratio of the pure MF resin (ca. 0.5). How-

ever, at the same resin load, dry cured samples had a

lower ratio of absorbed D2O per exchanged H. Pre-

sumably, the occupation of water-accessible cell wall

pores in dry cured wood (indicated by the positive

cell wall bulking) reduced the number of accessible

sorption sites that were simultaneously active in

water sorption, as suggested by Willems [37]. Water

sorption is a dynamic process of simultaneous

absorption and desorption, which allows (deuter-

ated) water molecules to migrate to different sorption

sites. This dynamic migration ensured that all

accessible sorption sites had their hydrogen exchan-

ged for deuterium, while the reduced space in dry

cured cell walls reduced the amount of water mole-

cules that could be accommodated at the same time.

Conclusions

Fully cured MF resin lacked the steep increase in MC

at elevated humidity that was evident in unmodified

wood, and this affected the course of the moisture

content of resin-modified wood in the hygroscopic

range. Furthermore, the sorption behavior of MF

resin was dependent on the surface area and the

corresponding change in sorption site accessibility.

This may have been relevant in view of the different

shapes of the MF resin deposits in the cell lumen of

the differently cured wood blocks. In resin-modified

wood, the occupation of water-accessible cell wall

pores by MF resin (cell wall bulking) counterbal-

anced the moisture uptake of the resin and reduced

the equilibrium moisture content of wood by a con-

stant factor. Dry curing resulted in a higher cell wall

bulking and, hence, in a lower moisture uptake

compared to wood that was treated under wet curing

conditions. This was assigned to a slightly lower

accessibility of sorption sites and a further decrease

in the number of simultaneously active sorption sites

in dry cured wood.
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